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ABSTRACT
Computer-aided urban design and planning typically
involves large programs, extensive data and large computer
systems. Because of their price and advantages of local
processing, minicomputers have recently emerged as a viable
alternative to larger computer systems for many applications.
This thesis describes an experimental set of programs which
attempt to give a minicomputer system the ability to handle
the large programs and extensive data encountered in urban
planning applications. The implementation of DISCOURSE,
a language for urban planners, is presented as an example
of the use of the programs. This work was carried out on
the Architecture Machine in the MIT School of Architecture
and Planning.
Thesis Supervisor: Ronald Walter
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5I. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
The use of the computer in urban design and planning
has been greatly restricted because only the very large
computer systems have the capacity to handle adequately the
large amounts of information dealt with in most planning
situations. Few planning organizations can afford their
own large machine, and therefore, planners typically have
had access to large computers only in batch processing or
time-sharing modes. However, batch processing is not suit-
able for the dynamic processes of design. Even time-.haring
systems, which are designed to provide extensive computa-
tional power and interactive capabilities, are usually lim-
ited in that they support only a small variety of keyboard
terminals and relatively low speed graphical devices.
Time-sharing also is relatively expensive, especially when
such large data bases as needed in planning applications
are involved.
The minicomputer is one alternative to "buying time"
on large machines. There are several important advantages
of a resident minicomputer configuration. The first is
that minicomputers are inexpensive. Basic processors cost
five to ten thousand dollars. An entire configuration with
6processor, graphics terminal, disk and extended core memory
can be put together for twenty-five thousand dollars. This
price is quite feasible for planning organizations who use
a computer regularly.
Another advantage of having local computation is that
the machine is more accessible. More people are likely to
use a machine which is close at hand twenty-four hours a
day. Also, because the computer services are not bought in
units of time, many new applications and experiments are
likely to be implemented on 'the machine, simply "because
it's there."
One of the more important advantages to a planner is
that there are a wide range of devices available for com-
municating with the machine. The graphical input and display
devices which can be interfaced to a minicomputer are much
more varied than those commonly found interfaced to time-
sharing systems. The speeds at which information can be
transferred are also much greater. For design systems which
demand rapid and detailed communication between the user
and the machine, the dedicated processor is a necessity.
With the minicomputer setup, the planner can choose the
devices which meet his own needs rather than having to take
the best of what is available.
7A minicomputer also has access to other computers via
phone lines. For special computation or information, the
minicomputer can dial up other minicomputers or time-
sharing systems.
The most important application of the minicomputer
to planning lies in the future. In The Architecture
Machine, Nicholas Negroponte hypothesizes a "machine in
residence" which is more than a sophisticated tool of the
designer. Through its experiential knowledge of the real
world and especially of the'designer, the machine becomes
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a partner in design.
In order for a minicomputer to be a viable alternative
to a large computer system, it must handle the large amounts
of data and programs common to planning applications. This
thesis deals with the problems of giving minicomputers this
capability. The design and implementation of an experimental
system on a small computer is described.
One of the more important characteristics of a mini-
computer is its modest amount of primary storage. The a-
mount of primary storage in a minicomputer is inadequate
to store all of the necessary programs and data inherent to
a planning problem. A minicomputer system must bring the
programs and data into primary storage from secondary storage
8as they are needed. Even very large computers with large
amounts of primary storage face the same problem. In or-
der to handle colossal programs and data, or to handle more
than one user at a time, some large computer systems keep
in primary storage only what is immediately needed.
Typically, a large computer solves these "paging" pro-
blems with the aid of hardware features which today are not
generally available on minicomputers. "Base" registers
such as those employed in the IBM 360 and 370 series allow
for the relocation of programs and data without having to
alter all references to memory addresses. This relocation
is accomplished by simply changing the contents of a base
register which is always added to the address field of the
instructions to form the actual address. The most advanced
paging schemes in use today are those employing associative
memory registers to create a virtual memory environment,
as in the MULTICS system and the CP/CMS system. In these
two systems a program appears to the user to be loaded into
primary storage as a continuous block of code. However, only
some pages of the program may be in primary storage at one
time, and these might be widely scattered. Any reference
to memory is translated by hardware from its original
"logical" address to the actual "physical" address. An
9address in a page which is not in primary storage causes
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that page to be brought into core.
The virtual memory scheme treats programs and data in
a similar fashion. However, in a minicomputer which lacks
even a base register, programs and large blocks of data
have an important distinction. Programs cannot be relocated
easily without translating or interpreting the memory refer-
enceswithin the program. On the other hand, relocating
blocks of data involves no changes in the data itself; the
only problem is to inform the programs of the new location.
Given this distinction between programs and data, the
system developed in this thesis treats programs and data
separately. The handling of large numbers of programs is
accomplished by overlaying; that is, by loading into the
same location in memory the subroutines of a large program
only when they are needed. The individual subroutines are
absolute core image modules which are loaded into a reserved
section of memory called a transient area. The systems
programs which create these loadmodules and load them under
computer control are part of the operating system of the
computer used. The minicomputer configuration on which
this work was implemented is the Architecture Machine in the
School of Architecture and Planning at MIT. The hardware
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and software of this machine are described in Section II.
Section III presents a design and implementation of
a paging scheme for data. A package of FORTRAN callable
subroutines is described which allow user programs to create
and manipulate very large data bases. The user works with
only small parcels of the larger data base at a time.
These small parcels are brought into the memory of the com-
puter from secondary storage only when needed for processing.
Section IV offers DISCOURSE as an example of the way
the program overlaying techniques and the paged data list
package can be used to implement a planning problem on a
minicomputer. DISCOURSE is a planning language which oper-
ates on geographically based data which "models" a part of
an urban or regional area. The planner who uses DISCOURSE
has a variety of commands available to him which operate
on his data. The user can construct programs from these
commands. DISCOURSE programs allow the designer to see the
consequences of his assumptions by, for example, modifying
population data according to the designer's explicitly
stated rules of growth. DISCOURSE is an interesting system
to consider implementing on a minicomputer because it is
a useful design aid to the planner and because it histori-




II. A MINICOMPUTER CONFIGURATION: THE ARCHITECTURE MACHINE
The experiments described in this thesis were conduc-
ted on the Architecture Machine. The Architecture Machine
is a multiprocessor minicomputer configuration resident
in the MIT School of Architecture and Planning. Program-
ming on the Architecture Machine is under the control of
a disk operating system called MAGIC.
Hardware
In the Architecture Machine configuration, several
Interdata processors share all peripherals on a shared
input/output bus. The secondary storage device, a fixed
head disk, can store 500,000 bytes of information. Under
computer control the processors can claim an I/O device, thus
causing the device to be unavailable to other processors.
The processor which claims a device can release it upon
completion of its data transfer.
The Architecture Machine also has extensive graphics
and communications capabilities. Storage display scopes
and graphics tablets provide for very high speed graphics
input and output. Over phone lines, 202 and 203 data
sets link the minicomputer to large time-sharing systems and
other minicomputers with dynamic displays.
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The programs implemented as part of this thesis require
an Interdata Model 5 and the disk drive. The .Model 5 on
which this work was done had 32,000 .bytes of primary memory.
The MAGIC Operating Sys tem
Each processor in the Architecture Machine operates
under control of an operating system called MAGIC. MAGIC
includes a sophisticated disk file management system. Pro-
cessors share space on the disk which is managed by similar
copies of MAGIC residing in the memory of each machine.
MAGIC presents to the user an environment like that of a
time-sharing system. The user can edit, compile, assemble,
load and debug programs in his directory of files. The use
of the MAGIC operating system is documented in the MAGIC
4
Reference Manual.
The program overlaying and paged data list packages
described in this report are written as subsystems operating
under MAGIC. They require several of the systems subrou-
tines which MAGIC provides. MAGIC has entries and super-
visor calls for the creation and manipulation of files under
user program control. Appendix 1 documents those MAGIC
commands and systems routines which are used by the overlay-
ing and paged data list package presented in the following
sections.
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Program Overlaying under MAGIC
Absolute load nodules of object programs can be loaded
under user program control. Assembly language or FORTRAN
programs have access to MAGIC supervisor calls which load
and execute load module files which have the suffix .LOADMOD
in their name. The procedures for creating .LOADMOD type
files and detailed documentation of the MAGIC supervisor
calls can be found in Appendix 1.
An example of the use of the MAGIC overlaying technique
is diagrammed in figure 1. In this example the user is
overlaying FORTRAN subroutines. In low core we see the
MAGIC operating system program itself. Above MAGIC in user
core are two areas set up by the user. The first area is
the resident user program area. In this area the user has
loaded his main subroutine and all other resident subrou-
tines. The other user defined area is the transient user
program area. This area is where the loadmodules on the
disk will be loaded and executed. The transient area lo-
cation is chosen by the user and the user creates his
.LOAI14OD type files from this location. The size of the
- transient area must be as big as the largest loadnmdule
which will be loaded into it. The user's loadrnodules re-
side on the disk in the user's active directory.
14
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In this example, the user has loaded his main program,
MAIN, a subroutine C and a FORTRAN systems library subrou-
tine FLINK. FLINK accomplishes the .link between user FORTRAN
programs and the assembly language supervisor calls which
actually cause the load modules to be loaded. Subroutine
FLINK must be loaded into the user resident area in order
to accomplish the invoking of load nodules. Subroutine
FLINK is documented in Appendix 4. On the disk, the
user has absolute load nodules of subroutine A and subrou-
tine B.
As can be seen in the diagram, program MAIN first
"calls" subrouting A by calling FLINK:
CALL FLINK(2HA , IER)
The first argument in a call to FLINK is a Hollerith string
of characters which ends in a blank character and is the
file rme of the loadnvdule to be invoked. The second ar-
gument, IER, is an integer argument which can be used as
an error condition return codeor toreturn a computed value.
FLINK returns IER=-l if the .LOAEM0D file was not found
on the disk. The call to FLINK causes the load nodule file
A.LOAItMOD to be loaded into the transient area and execu-
tion to begin. Subroutine A can call programs in the resi-
dent area as it does in this example. Subroutine C is
16
called. Subroutine C returns to load module A and load
module A returns through FLINK to Program MAIN.
A call is then made to subroutine B in a similar man-
ner. Load module B also calls subroutine C in the resident
user program area. However, subroutine A and B cannot
call eachother. This is illegal since a load module must
return through FLINK to the program which called FLINK.
Another call to FLINK before the return of the first call
would cause the return address of the first call to be
lost. Subroutine FLINK is not recursive.
The user is not limited to the single integer argument
in the FLINK call. Labelled and blank COMMON can be shared
between user resident and user transient load modules. The
description of COMMON usage is found in the Interdata FORTRAN
5Reference Manual.
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III. PAGED DATA LIST MANPGEMENT PACKAGE
The purpose of the paged data list package is to allow
user programs to access large data bases. Since the data
bases, or data lists are too large to reside in primary stor-
age, they must be stored in secondary storage. Sections
of the data lists must be brought from secondary storage
into primary storage as they are needed by user programs.
The package of subroutines must also provide flexibility
in the formats of the data lists.
This section describes the design for such a system,
which I have implemented on the Architecture Machine under
the MAGIC operating system. Appendix 2 describes in detail
the subroutines which make up this package.
Paging
The sections of the larger data lists which are trans-
ferred from secondary storage to primary storage are called
pages. In order for a user to have access to a part of
a large data list, the page which contains the desired data
must be brought into core. The section of primary storage
which is used to store the pages is called a page buffer
area. The number of pages and the size of the pages in a
page buffer area determines the amount of time required to
18
get data from the disk. Because transferring data to and
from the disk is slow compared to retrieving data in pri-
mary storage, increasing the number of pages or the size
of the pages increases the chances of having the desired
data in core. A compromise must be made between the amount
of primary storage used and the speed of the paging. Since
this compromise depends on the particular application, the
user specifies the number and size of the pages in a page
buffer area.
Before specifying a page buffer. area, however, the user
must initialize the paged data list package. The initial-
ization includes turning over to the paged data list package
all user core which is not used by common or resident sub-
routines. The programs of the package use this core for
storing information about the user's data bases and for the
actual page buffer areas. To initialize the system the user
does the following:
CALL DFREE
This should be done only once at the beginning of the user's
main program.
The user may work with more than one data list. The
size of the pages and the frequency of access to these lists
might be very different. Therefore, it is convenient to
19
allow the user to define more than one page buffer area.
This means that each page buffer area must be identifiable
so that the system is not confused as to which buffer area
is being referenced. Therefore, the subroutine which the
user calls to define a page buffer area is an integer func-
tion which returns a unique integer value which is the iden-
tifier number of the paged buffer area just defined. All
future references to that buffer area by user programs must
include the identification number.
The user defines a paged buffer area in the following
manner:
IBUF=CBA(NPAGES,NSIZE)
NPAGES is an integer variable whose value is the number of
pages to be set up in the buffer area. There is no hard and
fast rule to compute what value this should be. The number
of pages is a function of how much core is available and how
often the lists which will be paged into that buffer area
are accessed. In general, NPAGES must be determined by
experimentation. It is a good idea to try one or two pages
at first and then see if improvements in response must be
made. NSIZE is an integer variable whose value is the num-
ber of 128 byte blocks to be allocated per page. It takes
four bytes to store one floating point number or two bytes
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to store one integer number. Therefore, if NSIZE=1 the
pages designated would be large enough to hold 32 floating
point numbers or 64 integer numbers.- Again, the user will
have to experiment to find the optimal page size for his
application. The value returned in IBUF is the identifier
number of the buffer area just defined. The name of the
subroutine, CBA, must be declared an integer variable in
the user's FORTRAN program.
To create a data list, the user must specify to which
page buffer area the list is to be assigned, and what the
format of the list will be. As we have seen, subroutine
CBA returns an identifier which is used to specify which
buffer area is meant. However, there are a variety of for-
mats which can be specified for the data lists.
Data Lists
Each data list is made up of a sequence of logical
beads. A bead is a fixed length block of data. A bead
has a user-defined structure consisting of integer, floating
point and character string fields. The structure of a bead
is determined in the user programs by FORTRAN declaration
statements (or assembler language define storage statements).
An example of a bead structure is shown in figure 2. The

















SAMPLE BEAD STRUCTURE AND DATA
FIGURE 2
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define storage statements create an in-core image of a bead.
The user programs can place values into the variables which
structure the storage space. Through subroutine calls the
user can "write" a bead from his in-core area to the data
list which is stored as a file on the disk. Likewise,
through subroutine calls the user can "read" a bead into the
in-core bead area from the disk. The data in a bead does
not actually go directly to and from the disk and the user's
in-core bead area. The beads are transferred from the pages
in the page buffer areas. A diagram of the transfer of
a bead from the disk resident data list to the page buffer
area and finally to the storage area in a user program is
shown in figure 3. Typically, several beads fit in one
page. If several consecutive beads are accessed, the disk
itself will not have to be accessed for each bead.
There are three types of bead lists which the user
can define. Bead list definition is accomplished by the
following call:
ILIST=ALST(IBUF,ALPHA,IBSIZE,IDSIZE,IORDER,IER)
In the argument list, the value of the variable IBUFspeci-
fies to which of the previously created page buffer areas
this list should be assigned. ALPHA is an array of thirty-















32HEXAMIPLE.LIST.NAME ) which is the name of
the list. IBSIZE indicates the size of the beads in bytes.
Four bytes is required for each REAL value in the bead and
two. bytes is required for each INTEGER*2 variable in the
structure. The variables IDSIZE and IORDER specify which
of the three types of bead lists this list is to be. The
three types of bead lists and the corresponding values of
IDSIZE and IORDER will be explained in the next paragraph.
The variable IER returns an error condition code to indicate
whether the list was properly established. The list defi-
nition returns a unique integer identification number in
ILIST.. This identification is used in a similar manner as
the page buffer area identification number, to avoid speci-
fying the lengthy thirty-two character list name each time
a bead is referenced. The integer function name ALST must
be declared as INTEGER in the user program.
The values specified for IDSIZE and IORDER indicate
which of the three types of lists is being defined. To
specify the first type of bead list, IDSIZE and IORDER are
set equal to zero. The format of a type 1 bead list is
shown in figure 4. The structure of the bead in this exam-
ple is one floating point number and one integer, therefore



























are referenced by referring to the numerical position of the
bead in the bead list, such as bead 4.
The format of bead type 2 is shown in figure 5. The
structure of the bead in this example is a four-character
alphabetic variable (four bytes) and a REAL variable. Thus
the bead size is eight bytes. A type 2 bead is different
from a type 1 bead in that an identifier field is specified.
An identifier field is a part of the bead structure whose
value will be used to identify that bead. The identifier
field is always the first few bytes in the bead structure.
In the call to ALST, IDSIZE is given the value of the num-
ber of bytes in the identifier field and IORDER is set to
zero to indicate a type 2 bead list. In the example, IDSIZE
=4, therefore, the first four bytes (the character variable
ALPHA) are the identifier field. Whenever the user program
refers to a bead in the list, a linear search will be made
into the data list to find a match between the contents
of the identifier field of the user's in-core bead area
and the identifier field of the beads in the data list.
'The format of_ a type 3 bead is shown in figure 6. The
structure of the bead in this example is the same as in the
example of the type 2 bead. A. type 3 bead also has an iden-
tifier field. However, the difference between a type 3 bead
27
INTEGER ALST
























































and a type 2 bead is that the type 3 bead orders the beads
in the list by the contents of the identifier field. Thus
as beads are added to the data list they are inserted into
the list according to the value of the identifier field.
The identifier field of the type 3 bead should be made up
of integer (numerical order) or character (alphabetic or-
der) variables only. Combinations of these two data types
are acceptable. This ordering enables the beads to be ac-
cessed in a particular order as specified by the contents
of the identifier field. Like the type 2 bead, any particu-
lar bead can be accessed by specifying the contents of the
identifier field and accessing the bead in the data list
with the matching field. A type 3 bead is indicated in the
call to ALST by setting IDSIZE to the number of bytes in
the identifier field and setting IORDER to a positive inte-
ger value.
After a call to the integer function ALST, the return-
ed value of IER indicates the status of the list. A value
of 0 indicates that the list specified did not exist on the
disk and is now defined and ready to be created. A returned
value of 1 indicates that the list does exist on the disk
and is now open to access its contents or to modify the
contents. A returned value or -1 indicates that the page
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buffer identifier (IBUF in the examples here) value was not
valid; that is, it was not one of those returned to the user
by CBA. Finally, a returned value in IER of -2 indicates
that the user has already defined a data list with the name
specified in the name argument.
Data Accessing
All transfers of data to and from the user's in-core
bead storage areas and the data lists are accomplished
through calls to subroutines PUTBD and GETBD. PUTBD trans-
fers a bead image in the user's program storage area to
the data list via the page buffer mechanism. GETBD trans-
fers a bead image from the data list to the user's bead
storage area also, via the page buffers.
A call to PUTBD has the following form:
CALL PUTBD(ILIST, BLOCNUMB, IER)
ILIST has the value of the unique identifier number of the
list being specified. ILIST informs the paged data list
management subroutines of which list is being accessed and
therefore what buffer area it is assigned to, how large the
bead size is and which of the three types of bead list it
is. BLOC must be the first variable in the user's bead
structure. This informs.subroutine PUTBD where it is to
obtain the bead.
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The value of the argument NUMB has different meanings
to subroutine PUTBD depending upon which of the three types
of bead lists is being manipulated. If the list is a type
1, NUMB=-l indicates that the bead is to become the first
bead in the data list; a positive value for NUMB, n, indi-
cates that the bead is to become the nth bead in the list;
NUMB=0 indicates that the next bead after the last bead
accessed by PUTBD or GETBD is to be replaced by the bead
in user storage.
If the list is a type 2, NUMB is ignored. For a type
2 list the identifier field of the bead specified in the
user's storage area is compared to the identifier fields of
the beads already in the data list. If a match is found,
the bead in the data list is replaced by the "new" bead.
If a match is not found after searching all of the beads
in the list, the "new" bead is added to the end of the list.
For a type 3 list, NUMB=-l indicates that the identifier
field of the bead in the user's storage area (at BLOC) is to
be compared to the identifier field of the ordered beads in
the data list. If a match is found the bead is to be delet-
ed. If NUMBis non-negative then the "new" bead replaces
the bead in the list with a matching identifier field, or
if no match exists, the bead is inserted into the list in
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the proper order. Upon return from PUTBD, IER=O if the bead
action was carried out properly or IER=-1 to indicate that
the list identifier (ILIST) was invalid.
To transfer a bead from the data list to a user's stor-
age area a call of the following format is made:
CALL GETBD(ILIST,BLOCNUMB,IER)
In this call ILIST again is the unique identifier number
for a list which was defined earlier by a call to ALST.
BLOC is(as for PUTBD)the first variable in the bead storage
area. The type of list being modified and the value of
NUMB determine what action will be taken by subroutine
GETBD. If NUMB=-l,for all three types of data lists the
first bead in the list will be transferred to the user's
bead storage area. If NUMB;-, for all types of bead lists
the bead following the last bead accessed by PUTBD or GETBD
will be transferred to the user's bead storage area. If the
list is a type 1 and NUMB is a positive number n, the nth
bead will be obtained. If the list is a type 2 or 3 and the
value of NUMB is positive, the identifier field of the bead
area in the user's program (at BLOC) will be compared to the
identifier fields of the beads in the data list. If a match
is found the entire bead will be transferred from the data
list to the bead area in the user's program. On return
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from subroutine GETBD, IER will have a value of zero if the
bead was successfully obtained. If IER returns a value of
-1 the list identifier (ILIST in the example) was invalid.
If the value of IER is -2 or -3 then the bead was not found
or an end of file was reached.
All of the beads in a data list may be deleted by the
following call:
CALL ELST(ILIST)
ILIST is again the identifier of a list.
Ending the Paged Data List Package
Before halting a user program which uses the paged data
list package, the active lists and buffer areas must be
released. This must be done because modifications to beads
are made first only in the pages in the buffer areas. The
actual page on the disk copy of the data list is not modi-
fied until necessary. It is necessary to update only when
the page in core must be used for another section of the
disk or when the user's task has ended. To update a disk
copy of a data list and to remove the list from a buffer
area ("undefine" it) the following call is issued:
CALL RMLST(ILIST)
where ILIST is the unique identifier which was assigned to
the list by ALSTO
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All of the data lists assigned to a specific page buffer
area can be updated and removed by the call:
CALL FRBA(IBUF)
where IBUF is the unique identifier assigned to the buffer
area by subroutine CBA. All paged buffer areas must be
"undefined" by a call to FRBA before the user halts his
program.
When all page buffer areas have been released by calls
to FRBA, the user core which was originally given to the
MAGIC free storage manager by subroutine DFREE must be
reclaimed. This is accomplished by the call:
CALL DGET
If this sequence of calls is not carried out as des-
cribed there is a good possibility of loosing updates to
the data lists. Not reclaiming user core properly at the
end of a task can also result in crashing the operating
system if programs are loaded into the area of user core
which is still under control of the operating system.
A summary of the commands just described can be found
in figure 7. More detailed descriptions of the subroutines
which make up the paged data list package can be found in










IL=ALST(IBUFNAME,K,L,M, IER) Defines data list, where
IBUF=buffer area identifier






CALL PUTBD(IL,LOCB,NUMBIER) Puts bead from user storage





CALL GETBD(ILLOCB,NUMB,IER) Gets bead from data list and










Removes data list, where
IL=list identifier
Releases page buffer area and
removes associated data lists,
where
IBUF=buffer identifier
Reclaims free storage from
MAGIC
Figure 7 - Paged Data List Package FORTRAN Summary
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IV. A PLANNING APPLICATION: DISCOURSE
DISCOURSE is a geographically based planning language.
DISCOURSE allows a planner to set up a model of an urban
or regional area. The user does so by defining a two di-
mensional grid. The user defines attributes (LAND, WATER,
HOUSING, INDUSTRY, ROAD...) and assigns these attributes
to specific locations on the grid. Attributes may have
variables (CHARVARs) and constants (CHARCONs) associated
with them. For example, an attribute called HOUSING might
have associated with it a constant, TAXRATE, having a value
of 0.003 and a variable, RENT, whose value might change
from location to location. In addition to this special
purpose map structure, DISCOURSE has the arithmetic, logi-
cal, and temporary variable capabilities of the widely used
higher level languages. For complete descriptions of the
language and its use, several reference manuals can be
6
consulted.
A DISCOURSE user can work in command mode which allows
him to enter DISCOURSE commands from a console, or he can
write DISCOURSE programs which can be executed. DISCOURSE
commands allow for the creation of basic grids and the mani-
pulation of the attribute information as well as arithmetic
37
and logical processing. DISCOURSES' generality allows for
a broad range of quantitative methods to be applied to grid
based information.
Command Interpreter Package
DISCOURSE is an interpretive language. As such, it
was necessary to implement a command interpreter package
to decode the various elements from the command line.
However, because of its generality and modularity it is
a package of programs which can be used for similar purposes
in many other applications.
The command interpreter package is a group of subroutines
which has calls to read a command line and to find the next
"element," such as a word, a number or a "break" character.
The type of element found and the various types of values
associated with it are passed to user programs by FORTRAN
COMMON storage. The COMMON statements and declaration
statements which make up this area are shown in figure 8.
To use the system, the common area must first be ini-
tialized. The values in the array CHRTBL must be set.
CHRTBL is an array whose values indicate which characters
are alphabetic, numeric, or special break characters such
as , +, -, /, etc. To set the values of the common area
the following call is issued:
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COMMON CMDBUF, LASTWD, NUMB, WDTYPE, BREAK, L BREAK
COMMON COLUMN, LCOLMN, LLCL4N, CHARS, FNUM
COMMON SAVEA, SAVEB, CHRTBL
REAL CMDBUF(33) ,LASTWD(8) ,CHRTBL(32)
INTEGER*2 NUMB, WDTYPEBREAK, LBREAK, COLUMN
INTEGER*2 LCOLMN, LLCLMN, CHARS, SAVEA(16),SAVEB(16)
Figure 8 - Command Interpreter Package COMMON
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CALL INITAN
Subrouting INITAN requires an absolute load module called
INITVS.LOADMOD to exist on the disk. Currently the common
area for the command interpreter is fixed at memory location
x'7000.' Procedures for changing this are discussed in
Appendix 3. User COMMON statements can follow the COMMON
statements of the command interpreter.
To read a command, the user program issues:
CALL READCM
This causes a command line to be read from the console device.
Before returnin& subroutine READCM calls subroutine ANWORD
once to find the first element in the command line.
Subroutine ANWORD finds the next element in the com-
mand line. ANWORD sets the values of variables in the common
area as shown in figure 9. Here are some examples of what
ANWORD does:
If the command line were
A = 10.4 * 10B
successive calls to ANWORD would return
First call: LASTWD=A
WDTYPE=1
BREAK=6 (blanks are not breaks if follow-
ed by another type of break)
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LASTWD - 32 characters of the ASCII representation of the
element read, left justified with trailing blanks
NUMB - If the element was a number, NUMB contains the
integer value, otherwise, it contains 0
FNUM - If the element was a number, FNUM contains the
floating point value, otherwise, it contains 0
WDTYPE - 1 if the element was a word (alphabetic)
2 if the element was an integer number
3 if only a break character was found
4 if the element was a floating point number
BREAK - Contains the break character code for the break
character which followed the element. Possible
integer codes and break characters are:
0 blank















LBREAK - Contains the previous break character code
COLUMN - Column of the break character
LCOLMN - Column of the previous break character
LLCLMN - Column of the break character before the previous
break character
Figure 9 - COMMON Values Set by Subroutine ANWORD
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Third call: LASTWD=1OB (an alphabetic character in
an element make it a word)
WDTYPE=1
BREAK=1
Should ANWORD encounter an "&" character, it will in-
terpret it as a blank and read another command line. In
this manner, commands can continue beyond one line.
Appendix 3 provides a more detailed description of
the workings of this package.
Implementation
While it has not been within the scope of this thesis
to implement a major subset of the DISCOURSE language on
the Architecture Machine, the basic structure of DISCOURSE
has been implemented using the paged data list package and
command reader package operating under the MAGIC operating
system. Figure 10 shows a diagram of the system with
DISCOURSE in operation.
The main divisions of primary storage usage are the
MAGIC operating system itself, resident subroutines, a tran-
sient program area, free storage and common storage. The











-PAGED DATA LIS-T PACKAGE
-COMMAND INTERPRETER PACKAGE
MAGIC
Figure 10 - DISCOURSE Core Usage
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10,000 bytes of the 32,000 bytes of memory of the Interdata
Model 5. This area contains the resident disk I/0 subrou-
tines used by the MAGIC system and DISCOURSE, such as READF
and WRITEF. The MAGIC section of core also includes areas
for transient systems load modules. A 1000 area byte in
MAGIC is used for free storage.
In the remaining 22,000 bytes of primary storage lies
the DISCOURSE sub-system. The resident subroutine section
is divided between the subroutines of the paged data list
package, the command reader package and the resident DISCOURSE
subroutines. The resident DISCOURSE-subroutines are those
programs which are called frequently enough to warrant
staying in primary storage at all times.
The COMMON area is made up of the COMMON area for the
command reader package followed by COMMON storage for
DISCOURSE. This area is all blank COMMON. The DISCOURSE
COMMON area is a group of variables used by the resident
and transient DISCOURSE subroutines.
The transient DISCOURSE subroutines are those routines
which are used only occasionally such as individual com-
mands. These routines have been loaded into the transient
area with references to the resident programs resolved and
then dumped on the disk in the .LOADMOD format. (See Ap-
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pendix 1). The transient FORTRAN subroutines are brought
into the transient area and started by a call to subroutine
FLINK of the form:
CALL FLINK(5HNAME , IER)
The first argument in the call statement is a character
string (which must end in a blank) which indicates which
.LOADMOD type file is to be loaded. In this example,
NAME.LOADMOD would be loaded. The second argument, IER,
is used to pass an integer argument such as an error code.
Other arguments are transferred through the COMMON varia-
bles. Subroutine FLINK loads the specified load module
by a type 8 supervisor call. The registers are saved upon
entrance to subroutine FLINK. The loaded load module is
then started 36 bytes relative to the beginning address of
the load module (this is the standard starting location of
a FORTRAN program in the Interdata FORTRAN IV). The load
module returns to FLINK (which is a resident DISCOURSE
program) which in turn reloads the registers and returns
to the calling program in the resident program area.
The free storage area shown in figure 10 is that portion
of the non-MAGIC primary storage which is not used by
DISCOURSE resident and transient programs or COMMON. When
DISCOURSE is initially entered, this unused storage area
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is "given" to the MAGIC free storage manager by a call to
subroutine DFREE in the paged data list package (see Sec-
tion III and Appendix 2).
The DISCOURSE system on the Architecture Machine uses
a permanent (not initialized each time) data list to store
the command names. A non-DISCOURSE program is used to add
command names or alias command names to this data list.
The structure of the command list, DISCOURSECOMMANDS, is
shown in figure 11. This is a bead type 2 list. Each bead
in this data list is made up of a 16 byte identification
field for the actual command name, and an integer (2 byte)
index which is used to indicate to which command subroutine
the DISCOURSE main program should transfer.
The FORTRAN program which is used to modify the com-
mand name list is called DCOMTABTEST. A listing of this
program can be found in Appendix 4. DCOMTABTEST must be
loaded with the page data list packaged and the command
interpreter package. When started, DCOMTABTEST types out
the existing commands and index values. Then the console
accepts input lines. To enter new commands, each line of
input should be one command name followed by an integer
index. If the first element typed is not an alphabetic
word, the program halts.
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Figure 11 - DISCOURSE Commands Data List
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The call which sets up access to the command name file
is:
ICOMF=ALST(ICOMB,32HDISCOURSECOMMANDS ,18,16,0,IER)
Where ICOMF is the returned list identifier and ICOMB is
the buffer identifier. The main DISCOURSE program, D, uses
the command interpreter to read a command line. If the
first element of the command line is a word, the word
is moved from LASTWD to a storage area with the same struc-
ture as DISCOURSECOMMANDS called NAMEIT. A call of the
form:
CALL GETBD(ICOMF, NAMEIT, 1,IER)
will seek a match for the identifier (command name) field
in the bead. In figure 11, the character string SETUP
has been placed in the bead image area NAMEIT. The call
to GETBD will result in the index value, 1 in this example,
being brought into storage location ITYPE which follows
NAMEIT.
The main DISCOURSE program uses this index value in
a computed GOTO statement to a branch to a call to the
proper command subroutine. In this example,
CALL FLINK(6HSETUP , IER)
would occur. Subroutine SETUP. is a transient load module
command which will be loaded into the transient area (see
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figure 10) and executed.
Subroutine SETUP has as arguments the coordinates of
the grid, the maximum number of attributes and -the maximum
number of variables. Once in the SETUP subroutine, suc-
cessive calls to ANWORD (command interpreter) retrieve
these values. With this information, SETUP initializes
the four temporary data lists used by DISCOURSE to keep
track of attribute names, their locations on the grid, and
the names of the temporary variables, CHARVARs and CHARCONs.
The first of these four data lists created by SETUP
is a bit mask of the entire grid; that is, for each location
on the. grid there is a corresponding bit which indicates
whether or not a particular attribute exists at that lo-
cation. For each location there is a bead. There is one
bit in each bead for each attribute. Since there are eight
bits per byte, the bead size of the list is the maximum
number of attributes rounded up to the nearest number divi-
sible by eight, divided by eight. The actual manipulations
of the individual bits is carried out by assembly language
subroutines.
An example structure for the bit mask data list is
shown in figure 12. For a maximum of 16 attributes the













Coordinate IR, IC '-Number
Where: IR = Row Number
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where IBITB is the buffer area identifier number and NBITBD
is the bead size. In a bit mask bead, the left most (high
order) bit corresponds to the first bead.
The second temporary list which is initialized by SETUP
is a name table which holds the names of attributes and
temporary variables. See figure 13. The beads consist of
a 16 byte character field and a 2 byte integer field (which
together form an 18 byte identifier field) followed by a
4 byte field whose meaning depends-upon which type of
name is in the identifier field. The table is created by:
INAMF=ALST(INAMB, 32HDISCOURSENAMES ,22,18,0, IER)
where INAMB is the buffer identifier and INAMF contains the
returned list identifier.
The4 byte index field of the DISCOURSENAMES bead stores
different arguments for each type of name. If the name is
an attribute (ITYPE(1)=2), ITYPE(2)contains the bead number
of a bead in another data list called DISCOURSEATTRIBUTES
which stores useful information about each attribute. If the
name is a temporary variable (ITYPE(l)=3), the actual float-
ing point value of the variable would be stored in the last
4 bytes of the bead. This would be accomplished by de-
claring ITYPE(2) to be an EQUIVALENCE with some REAL variable
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Figure 13 - Name Data List
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such as RNUM, for example.
DISCOURSEATTRIBUTES is the third of the four temporary
data lists which are created by the SETUP command sub-
routine. The list is a type 1 list and it is defined by
the statement:
IATF=ALST(IATB, 32HDISCOURSEATTRIBUTES ,120 ,0,IER)
where IATB is the page buffer area identifier number and
the variable IATF is the list identifier number which is
returned by the integer function. The structure of the
attribute table data list and the fourth temporary data
list, DISCOURSECHARNAMES, is shown in figure 14. Each
bead in the attribute table data list is pointed to by the
index (ITYPE(2)) field of a bead in the name table. The
attribute table bead itself is made up of 6 INTEGER*2 fields.
These 6 integers indicate the number of grid locations at
which the attribute currently exists, the number of CHARVARs
associated with the attribute, the number of CHARCONs
associated with the attribute, an index (a bead number)
into the CHARCON and CHARVAR name table (indicating the
beginning of successive beads which hold the CHARVAR names),
another index into the same list which points to the CHARCON
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names and finally, the list identifier number for a list
containing the values of the CHARVARs at locations at which
the attribute exists (not implemented here).
The form of the table DISCOURSECHARNAMES which stores
the names of CHARVARs and CHARCONs is also shown in figure
14. As mentioned in the description of DISCOURSEATTRIBUTES,
indexes into this data list indicate the first bead of a
series of beads which store the CHARVAR or CHARCON names
of an attribute. The data list is created by the call:
ICHARF=ALST(ICHARB, 32DISCOURSECHARNAMES ,20,0,0, IER)
ICHARB is the buffer area identifier number and ICHARF is
the variable in which the list identifier number is returned.
The beads in the table store the 16 byte character name
field and a 4 byte REAL variable to store the value of
a CHARCON. If the name is a CHARVAR, the REAL field would
be ignored. The table DISCOURSECHARNAMES was not actually
used in the limited implementation documented here.
Another group of temporary lists which I have designed
but which has not been incorporated into the DISCOURSE
system of the Architecture Machine is the CHARVAR value
lists. There would be one CHARVAR value list for each at-
tribute which has CHARVARs. These lists would be pointed
to by the last integer field in the beads of the attribute
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table DISCOURSEATTRIBUTES. These lists would be created
only if an attribute has CHARVARS since otherwise the bit
mask data is sufficient to store the information known about
the attribute. The data lists would be created by a call
similar to this:
IATVAR=ALST (IATVB, ATNAME, NSIZE,2,lIER)
In this call, IATVB would be the identifier number for the
page buffer area to which all attribute CHARVAR data lists'
are assigned. IATVAR would return with the list identifier
number which would be stored in the attribute's bead in 'The
attribute table data list. ATNAME would be a 32 byte charac-
ter storage area containing the name of the array (perhaps.
with a suffix of .DISCOURSE to indicate the origin of the
file). Figure 15 shows the structure of an attribute data
list bead. The bead would consist of a 2 byte integer iden-
tifier field to store the location in the grid to which
the data in the bead is associated. The rest of the bead
would consist of 4 byte REAL variable storage areas, one for
each CHARVAR in the order in which the CHARVAR names occur
in DISCOURSECHARNAMES. Thus,the value of NSIZE in the call
to ALST would be 2+4*n, where n is the number of CHARVARs
for the given attribute.
Figure 16 shows how all of these temporary data lists
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Figure 15 - CHARVAR Value Data List
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interact. It is by means of these data lists that the ma-
chine stores the information which the user sees as a map
display.
When the SETUP command creates and initializes (using
subroutine ELST) these temporary data files, it creates
attributes which are used in logical operations described
later. It creates NULL as attribute number 1 (high order
bit in a bit mask byte) and UNIVERSE as attribute number 2
(next highest bit). The names of these two attributes are
placed in the name table (DISCOURSENAMES) and the entries in
the attribute information list (DISCOURSEATTRIBUTES) are
made. There are no CHARVARs or CHARCONs associated with
these attributes. Initially, SETUP zeros out all of the
attribute bit mask list (DISCOURSEBITMASK). NULL is defined
to exist nowhere, therefore, nothing is done for it with
respect to its bits in the bit mask. However, UNIVERSE is
defined at all locations, therefore, bit number 2 must be
set to 1 at all locations.
Individual bits in the bit mask can be manipulated
by several subroutines which reside in DISCOURSE resident
primary storage. The three most basic bit handling rou-
tines are TBIT, SBIT and RESBIT. These subroutines all









































Figure 16 - DISCOURSE Data Lists
z
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To manipulate the DISCOURSE bit mask, beads from DISCOURSE-
BITMASK are brought into an integer storage area via the
paged cbta list package subroutine GETBD. The bit manipu-
lating subroutines can then be called.
The first of these three subroutines is TBIT. TBIT
tests the state of a particular bit and is called by:
ITEST=TBIT(LOCB, NBIT)
where LOCB is the storage area into which the bead has
been brought. NBIT has an integer value which is the bit
number to be checked. Bit riumber 1 is the high order bit,
bit number two the next highest and so forth. ITEST re-
turns a value of 1 if the bit was set, or a 0 if the bit
was not set.
The second bit handling subroutine is SBIT. This
subroutine sets a specified bit to 1. It is called by:
CALL SBIT(LOCB,NBIT)
where as before, LOCB is the location of the bead and NBIT
is the number of the bead to be set.
The last of the basic subroutines is RESBIT. Subrou-
tine RESBIT sets a bit to 0. It is called by:
CALL RESBIT(LOCB,NBIT)
where LOCB and NBIT are defined as for TBIT and SBIT.
SETUP uses these subroutines to set the initial bit
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values for UNIVERSE. SETUP gets each bead from the bit mask
data list and uses subroutine SBIT (with NBIT=2) to set
each UNIVERSE bit to 1.
Besides these subroutines which operate on one bit in
one bead, it is desirable to have a subroutine which can
operate on specified bits in all of the beads in DISCOURSE-
BITMASK. Subroutine LOPER accomplishes this. Subroutine
LOPER loops through each bead in the bit mask data list
and tests two specified bits. One of several logical opera-
tions is performed with the two bits as arguments. The
result of the logical operation specified determines the
state of a third bit which will be set to 1 if the logical
product is TRUE or 0 if the logical product is FALSE.
LOPER is called by:
CALL LOPER(IRSLTIARG1, IOPER,LARG2)
where IRSLT is the bit number of the bit which is to be set
as a result of the operation. IARG1 and IARG2 are the bit
numbers of the two bits which are the arguments in the









Logical operations which involve more than 2 arguments can
be accomplished by multiple passes of LOPER which set a
"dummy" bit which is then used as an argument in the next
pass.
Some Basic DISCOURSE Commands
The basic DISCOURSE implementation described in the
last section forms the basis for writing DISCOURSE commands
using FORTRAN subroutines. Most of these are transient,
as shown in figure 10. As an example of how this can be
done, I have written several of the DISCOURSE commands in
an abbreviated fashion. These commands work on the bit
mask data only; CHARVARs and CHARCONs cannot be defined.
The first command, SETUP, has already been described.
It has the form:
SETUP R1 R2 Cl C2 ATTRS TEMPS
where Ri is the miminum row number and R2 is the maximum
column number. ATTRS is the maximum number of attributes.
TEMPS is the maximum number of temporary variables. The
user would type, for example,,.
SETUP 1 30 1 15 16 8
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As described in the last section, SETUP initializes all of
the temporary data lists and defines two attributes, NULL
and UNIVERSE. SETUP is a transient FORTRAN subroutine.
Attributes are defined to the DISCOURSE system with
a command of the form:
DEFINE ATTRNAME
where ATTRNAME is the name of the new attribute. DEFINE
enters the name of the attribute in the list DISCOURSENAMES
and puts a bead of information in DISCOURSEATTRIBUTES.
DEFINE is a resident FORTRAN subroutine since it is called
by other transient subroutines.
Another way of defining an attribute is by using the
"*=*" operator. The form of this type of attribute
definition is:
NEWATTR *=* UNIVERSE.ANDN.SOMEATTR
where NEWATTR is the attribute name to be defined. This is
accomplished by a call to DEFINE. The character "*=*"
indicates that a logical expression is to follow. The ar-
guments will be existing attributes. The logical expression
is evaluated and the bit which is assigned to the new at-
tribute is set at each location as a result of the logical
operation at each location. (Subroutine LOPER is called
to do this).
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To place already defined attributes at locations on
the grid, the PUT command is used. It has the form:
PUT ATTR iljl i2,j2 ......
where in,jn are coordinate pairs indicating the location
at which the attribute ATTR is to be placed. This subrou-
tine sets the bit corresponding to ATTR in the proper beads
in the bit mask data list.
Finally, I have implemented a basic version of the
SHOW command which displays either the attributes at a
given location or the locations at which a given attribute
exists. In the first form:
SHOW ij
the coordinate pair is used to find the corresponding bead
in the bit mask data list. Each byte in the bead is checked
using TBIT, and for those bits which are set, the name of
the attribute is found in the name table by checking the
attribute names in the list for an index value which matches
the bit number. If a match is found, the name is then
printed out.
To find out where a particular attribute exists, a
command of the following form is given:
SHOW ATTR
where ATTR is the name of the attribute. The name ATTR
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is used to access the corresponding bead in the name
table. The index obtained is then the bit number of the
attribute. The beads in the bit mask list are then checked.
Each bead which has the bit number of the attribute set
corresponds to a location on the grid. The coordinates
of this location are printed out.
The DISCOURSE system on the Architecture Machine can
be quit by giving the command:
END
This causes all buffer areas to be closed and the user
core which was "given" to the operating system is taken
back. DISCOURSE returns the user to MAGIC command mode.
For complete descriptions of DISCOURSE commands, re-
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fer to the DISCOURSE manuals. Listings of the programs
which comprise the DISCOURSE implementation described in
this thesis can be found in Appendix 4.
DISCOURSE on a Minicomputer
The results of the experimental implementation of a
subset of DISCOURSE indicate that the paged data list pack-
age provides adequate response in terms of the manipulation
of data when DISCOURSE is used in an interactive manner.
Commands of the complexity most often used when a designer
is setting up, displaying or "playing" with the grid model
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worked speedily.. Even with large grids (50 to 100 units
square) the response was fairly good. The addition of
running the console device in interrupt mode so that com-
putation could occur while data transfers from the keyboard
were taking place, would greatly increase the response of
the system in command mode.
The experimental implementation of a limited DISCOURSE
also indicates that it would be feasible to extend the
DISCOURSE capabilities on the Architecture Machine to in-
clude all of the basic DISCOURSE commands. With the limited
number of commands tested there still existed enough primary
storage to support the basic resident routines necessary to
implement in some basic form the handling of CHARVARs and
CHARCONs, temporary variables, IF statements and looping.
Also, the number of transient programs implemented so far
has not caused a noticeable slow down in file searching.
A useful mini-DISCOURSE for student and early exploratory
design work seems to be feasible using the implementation
design proposed in this thesis.
However, it is not clear that a version of DISCOURSE
on the level of that which is available on MULTICS is
feasible. It may not be true that the paged data list pack-
age is adequate for running extensive DISCOURSE programs.
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The experimental implementation was only tested in command
mode. The response to very large scale manipulations of
the DISCOURSE data structure is questionable. The paged
data list package is by design very general and for the
specific requirements of DISCOURSE is certainly not optimal.
It is also not clear that the proposed structure of
the implementation of DISCOURSE which was presented will work
for an extensive amount of programs. Should the amount of
code which should be kept resident become too great, res-
ponse time will have to be reduced if extended features of
the language are to be kept. Also, as the resident programs
increase, the amount of primary storage available for buffer
paging areas decreases which tends to severely decrease the
response of the paging scheme. Another problem with the
experimental implementation is that as the number of tran-
sient load modules increase, the time required to search
the disk for a requested load module increases. Beyond
twenty or thirty load modules the response can be expected
to be noticeably affected.
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APPENDIX 1 MAGIC SOFTWARE SUPPORT
File Creation and Modification under MAGIC
Several assembler language subroutines within MAGIC
are -accessible to the user for the purpose of creating,
modifying and deleting files under program control. At
the present time these subroutines must be called by speci-
fying the absolute address of the subroutine to be called.
The addresses of the subroutines are subject to change if
the version of MAGIC is changed. Future MAGIC systems will
allow these calls to be made via supervisor call types 4
and 8. This thesis was under MAGIC.version 2.3.
Most of these subroutines operate on files as a func-
tion of an in-core group of arguments associated with each
file called a file control block. The assembler language
structure of a file control block is shown in figure 17.
.NM is a 32 byte field which must contain the ASCII name
(padded with blanks) of the file. .FLG is a flag used
by the file management system and should initially be set
to x'2000.' .NREC is the number of bytes currently in
the file on the disk. .RECL is the size of the "record"
to be read or written. .BAD is the core address of the
location where the "record" is to be read into or written
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from. .RWPT is a four byte pointer (byte number) to the
location in the file at which a "record" is to read from
or written to. .NRRW is a storage area used by the system.
File manipulation usually involves setting some of the
pointers just described, specifying a pointer to the file












QSTATR returns the read-only status of a specified file.
Calling Sequence
R1 contains the address of a file control block.
BAL 15,QSTATR
R15 returns condition code = -1 file not found
= 0 read access ok
Description
Subroutine QSTATR is used to search the active direc-
tories for a given file and to obtain various facts about
its current status. Register 15 returns a -1 if the re-
quested file was not found. A call to QSTATR fills in




QSTATW returns the write status of a file.
Calling Sequence
R1 contains the address of a file control block
BAL 15,QSTATW
R15 returns condition code = -1 file not found
= -'2 no write access
= 0 write access ok
Description
Subroutine QSTATW is similar to QSTATR except that




READF reads bytes from a file into core.
Calling Sequence
Rl contains the address of a file control block.
BAL 14, READF
R15 returns condition code = -1 file not found
= -2 end of file
= 0 ok
Description
Subroutine READF reads a specified number of bytes
from a specified location in the file into a specified lo-
cation in core. Before calling READF, register 1 must be
loaded with the address of a file control block and the
parameters in the file control block must be set. For the
READF subroutine, .RECL, .BAD and .RWPT must be set to
specify how many bytes should be read into which core lo-




WRITEF writes bytes from core into a disk file.
Calling Sequence
R1 contains the address of a file control block.
BAL 15,WRITEF
Description
Subroutine WRITEF writes a specified number of bytes
from a specified location in core to a specified location
(byte numbei) in the file. Before calling WRITEF, register
1 must be loaded with the address of a file control block
and the parameters in the file control block must be set.
For subroutine WRITEF, .RECL, .BAD and .RWPT must be set to
specify how many bytes are to be written from which location




CLOSEF closes a file.
Calling Sequence
R1 contains the address of a file control block.
BAL 14, CLOSEF
Description
Subroutine CLOSEF frees the system storage used to store
the addresses of the disk blocks which make up the file.
Files are "opened," that is, the addresses of the neces-
sary disk blocks are brought into core, when the first
READF or WRITEF is called for a given file. It is important
to "close" a file when it is not being used because of the
overhead in terms of systems storage involved. Before
calling CLOSEF, register 1 should be loaded with the










ERASEF deletes a file from the disk.
Calling Sequence
Rl contains the address of a file control block.
R14 contains the return address
NAME is the address of the address constant C'ERASEF '
SVC 4, NAME
Description
Subroutine ERASEF is used to delete a file from the




Supervisor call type 4 loads an absolute load module
from the disk and transfers execution to the beginning
address of the load module.
Calling Sequence
R14 contains the return address.




As described in the MAGIC Reference Manual, one type
of file that can be created is an absolute load module.
An absolute load module is indicated by a suffix .LOAIOD
appended to the file name. This type of file is an exact
image of a section of core which can be loaded and started
under program control. These absolute load modules can be
passed arguments, can return arguments and can call one
another. These load modules can also overlay each other
although a load module which has overlayed a previous load
module cannot restart the previous load module at a loca-
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tion other than the starting address.
As described in the MAGIC Reference Manual, a .LOADMOD
load module is created by loading an OSLOAD absolute object
file into core. The section of core is then "dumped" to form
a .LOADMOD file by the CREATEUSER command.
Before issuing the supervisor call, register 14 is loaded
with the return address. At location NAME,a string of ASCII
characters ending in a blank is specified. The supervisor
call causes the active directories to be searched for the
.LOAID4OD type file with the name specified at NAME. If the
file is not found, execution will be transferred back to the
return address specified in register 14 and register 15
will contain an error code of -1. If the file is found it
is loaded into core at the absolute location at which it
was created and the program is started at the first loca-
tion at which the file is loaded. It is up to the particular
load module to set the return condition code of register 15.
Upon beginning execution in the load module, all registers









R1 returns the address of a block of storage N bytes
long.
Descr ion
The value of the constant N (not the contents of mem-
ory location N) is equal to the number of bytes requested.
The address of the first byte of a section of core equal




Supervisor call type 6 returns storage to the MAGIC
free storage manager.
Calling Sequence




The value of the constant N is the number of bytes to
be returned to free storage. Before issuing supervisor
call 6, register 1 must be loaded with the address of the
block of core to be returned to the free storage manager.




Supervisor call type 8 loads an absolute load module
from the disk and returns the beginning address of the
load module.
Calling Sequence
R14 contains the return address.
NAME specifies memory location of ASCII characters.
SVC 8,NAME
Rl returns address of load module.
Descri on
SVC 8 is similar to SVC 4 except that once the load
module is loaded into core it is not executed. Instead,
the starting address is returned to the calling program in
register 1. Register 15 will return a -l if the file was
not found.
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APPENDIX 2 PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE DOCUMENTATION
This appendix contains detailed documentaion of the
subroutines which form the paged data list package described











A call to DFREE is given to initialize the paging
management system. This routine gives the operating system
free storage allocation routines control over the user core
which is not being used. DFREE also initializes the pointers
to the chain of buffer area control blocks and the chain
of list control blocks. These chains are initially pointed
to by LSTPTR (list control blocks) and BUFPTR (buffer con-





DGET closes all open files and reclaims the area of








Subroutine DGET closes all open files and secures the
user core which was turned over to the operating system via
an initial call to DFREE. DGET first calls the MAGIC
system routine SC to close all open files. A call for
storage for the exact amount given up by DFREE is then made












R14'returns buffer area identifier value
or:
IBUF = CBA(NPAGES, NSIZEADR1,ADR2....)
Description
Subroutine CBA sets up a page buffer area. The number
of pages, NPAGES, and the size of the pages, NSIZE, (in
128 byte blocks) are given as arguments. Optionally, the
user may specify the actual locations of the pages (ADR1,
ADR2...). This routine creates a buffer area control block
by SVC 5 which has the structure shown in figure 1& .BDEF is
an address pointer to the next buffer area control block.
A value of x'FFFF' in .BDEF indicates the end of the chain.










.USEI DS 2 PAGE
.PADR DS 2 -CONTROL
BLOCKS
.RWFLG DS 2 (one for




Figure 18 - Structure of Buffer Area Control Block
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first buffer area control block. .NPGS is the number of
pages in the buffer area. .PSIZE is the number of 128 byte
blocks per each page.
For each page in the buffer area a page control block
is created. .PADR is the absolute core address of the start
of the page. If the user does not specify the page address
in the call statement, a call is made to the system storage
allocator via SVC 5. If the page area is obtained via the
system, the low order bit of .PADR is set. .RWFLG is a flag
to indicate whether the current contents of the page have
been altered since the page was brought in from the disk.
If .RWFLG is non-zero the page has been altered. .LCLST
is the file byte number of the first byte in the page.
.PCHN is the address of the next page control block for a
page which is from the same file list. The initial pointer
in this chain is .BPP in the file list control block (see
subroutine ALST). .WHOIN is the address of the file list
control block of the list which this page is from. .USEI
is used to keep a measure of the relative use of this page
so that if all pages are in use and a page is needed which
is not in core, a removable page can be chosen on this
basis.
CBA fills in the values of .BDEF, .NPGS, .PSIZE in the
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buffer area control block and .PADR in each page control
block. The remaining locations in the page control blocks
are set to zero by calls to QZRO.
CRA returns an integer value in register 14 which is
an identifier (in fact, the address) of the buffer area




FRBA "undefines" a buffer area and closes all data









FRBA is called to delete a previously defined buffer
page area and close all lists associated with it. FRBA
first checks to see if the specified buffer area address,
IBUF, is valid. If the address is not that of a buffer
control block, -1 is returned in IER. If the address is
valid, FRBA searches the entire list control block chain
pointed to by LSTPTR for lists which are associated with
the buffer area. FRBA calls RMLST to remove lists which
are assigned to the specified buffer area. After the lists
have been removed, FRBA releases the free storage used for
the page buffers via SVC 6. Subroutine FRBA then removes
the buffer control block from the buffer area control block
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chain which is pointed to by BUFPTR and releases via SVC 6
the free storage used for the control block itself. Upon
successful freeing of the control block, FRBA returns a















R14 returns the list identifier value.
or:
ILIST = ALST(IBUF,ALPHA, IBSIZE, IDSIZE, IORDER, IER)
Description
Integer function ALST defines a list to the page manag-
ing system. This routine first checks to see that the value
of IBUF (buffer area control block address) passed as an
argument is valid, by searching the BUFPTR pointer chain
for a match. If IBUF is invalid, IER = -1 and ALST returns.
A search is then made of the list control block chain to
see if a file with the specified name at ALPHA is already
active. The entry LSTPR in subroutine DFREE points to the
first list control block. If a list is found with the spe-
cified name, the variable IER is returned with a value of -2.
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If the buffer area and the file name are valid, a request
is made for free storage via SVC 5 to create a new list
control block with the structure shown in figure 19.
The first 48 bytes of the list control block is the file
control block for calls to the MAGIC system disk read and
write routines (see Appendix 1). In the file control block,
the name of the file is stored in an area .NM which is a
32 byte field. The next two bytes (.FLG) are flags which
in this application are always set to x'2000.' The next
four bytes (.NREC) store the length (in bytes) of the file.
This length is set initially by the MAGIC system disk rou-
tines when a file is opened and is updated as the file is
enlarged. The next two bytes (.RECL)- are set before each
read or write to indicate the number of bytes to be read
or written. The next two bytes (.BAD) are set before each
read or write to indicate the core location to be read into
or written from. The next four bytes (.RWPT) are set be-
fore each read or write to indicate the location byte num-
ber) in the file to be read from or written into. The last
two bytes of the file control block (.NRRW) are used by
the operating system.
The remainder of the list control block is used to



























































Figure 19 - Structure of List Control Block
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of the pages associated with the list. The first two bytes
after the file control block section of the list control
block (.NPT) are a storage area for the address pointer
to the next list pointer. If this value is not positive,
the list is the last list on the chain. The entry LSTPTR
in DFREE stores the initial pointer to the list control
block. The next two bytes (.BPT) are the address pointer
to the buffer area control block to which the list is assign-
ed. Subroutine ALST stores the validated buffer area address
IBUF (which was passed as an argument in the call to ALST)
in this location. The next two bytes (.BPP) are used to
store the first address pointer in a chain of pointers which
chains the page control blocks which are currently holding
pages of the list. The chain is continued in the .PCHN
fields of the page control blocks. These page control
blocks are chained in the relative order of the sections of
the list which they contain.
The next two bytes (.BSIZE) contain the bead size (in
bytes). The next two bytes (.LSIZE) contain the size of
the identifier field in bytes. The identifier field is
always the first field in the bead. The next two bytes
(.OFLG) is a flag indicating whether or not the beads are
to be ordered by the contents of the identifier field.
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A non-zero value in this location indicates that the beads
are to be ordered. .BSIZE, .LSIZE, and .OFLG all receive
their values from the arguments in the ALST function call.
In the next two bytes (.BYPP) the bytes per page are
stored. This is computed in ALST by finding the number of
whole beads which will fit into the page size specified for
the buffer area IBUF, and multiplying by the number of bytes
in a bead. This ensures that a bead will be in one and
only one page. The next two bytes (.FAULT) are not presently
used.
The remaining storage areas in the list control block
are reserved for pointers to various key addresses in the
list. These variables are set initially by a call from
function ALST to subroutine OPENW. If the list does not
already exist on the disk as a file, all of the remaining
pointers will be set to zero. If the file does exist, the
pointers .FRSTB, .LSTB and .NXTBA are taken from the first
12 bytes of the list file. Subroutine OPENW always sets the
pointer .CURB to zero. The first usable bead of any list
file begins at byte 13 of the list. The fst of these
4 byte pointers is .FRSTB which is a pointer to the first
byte of the first bead of the list. For type 1 and type 2
bead lists this can either be a zero (indicating that no
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beads are defined) or 13 (indicating the first address
available for a bead). For a type 3 bead, .FRSTB can be,
in addition to zero, the address of the first byte of any
bead if its identifier field is the lowest. The next pointer
.LSTB is a pointer to the last bead in the list file. For
bead types 1 and 2 the last bead is the physically last bead
in the list. For bead type 3 the last bead is the bead
with the highest identifier. The next pointer is .NXTBA
which is the location at which the next new bead will be
assigned. The last storage area in the list control block,
.CURB, is for the address of the most recently accessed bead
in the list.
If OPENW finds that list file exists, it will fill in
.FRSTB, .LSTB and .NXTBA with the values from bytes 1 to 13
in the file. Also, ALST will return a value of 1 in IER.
If the file is new, but legal, ALST will return a value of
0 in IER. In both cases register 14, which becomes the value
of the integer function ALST for the FORTRAN user, will
contain the address of the list control block which will be
used as a pointer for future references to the list. ALST




RMLST removes a list from a page buffer area and









Subroutine RMLST removes a list from a buffer page
area and "undefines" it to the page manager. A check is
first made to see if the list control block address pointer,
ILIST, is valid. If the pointer is not valid, a value of
-1 is returned in IER. If the pointer is valid, the initial
page control block pointer .BPP in the list control block
is used to search a chain of current in-core pages for the
specified list. If a page needs to be updated, .WP is
called. After all pages associated with the list have been
updated and freed, CLOSEW is called to update the .FRSTB,
.LSTB and .NXTBA pointers on the disk file and close the
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file. RMLST removes the list control block from the list
control block chain and releases to the MAGIC'system the
free storage used for the list control block by the SVC 6
call. If the list was successfully removed, a value of 0














Subroutine UBLST is similar to RMLST except that after
freeing and updating all in-core pages assigned to the
specified list, UBLST does not close the file or remove
the list control block. UBLST is used only to free pages









R15 returns the in-core address of the found bead.
Description
Subroutine GETFRA sets up for a call to PAGERG which
does the actual page management. In-GETFRA, register 2 is
loaded with the address argument (FINDA) which points to
the location in core at which the file address of the first
byte in the desired bead is stored. The argument FINDA is
checked for a zero value in which case GETFRA returns a -1
error condition code in register 15. If the file address
is valid, PAGERG is called to get the in-core address of
the desired bead. Subroutine PAGERG returns the in-core
address of the bead in register 15 which in turn is re-
turned by GETFRA in register 15. Subroutine GETFRA uses




PUTINA moves a specified bead from a location in core






Subroutine PUTINA moves a bead from a specified area
BEADA to a given 4 byte list address which is specified at
location FINDA. Subroutine PUTINA first loads register 2
with the .address FINDA. If the 4 byte list address stored
at FINDA is zero, the value of .FRSTB in the list control
block replaces the specified value in FINDA. If the value
of .FRSTB is also zero, 13 is stored as the value of FINDA
and .FRSTB. Thirteen is the first list address available
for bead storage in a list. Bytes 1 through 12 in each
list are used to store the pointers .FRSTB, .LSTB and
.NXTBA.
With register 2 pointing to FINDA, PAGERP is called to
return the in-core location of the bead whose list address
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is stored in FINDA. PAGERP will return the address in
register 15.
After PAGERP returns, a call is made to MVC which
moves the bead from location BEADA to the location returned
in register 15 by PAGERP. If the order flag indicator in
register 7 is zero, .NXTBA in the list control block is com-
pared to the address of the bead just put. If the bead just
put has a list address equal to or greater than .NXTBA, the
value of .NXTBA is replaced by the value of the list address
of the bead just put and PUTINA returns.
If the value of the order flag register 7 is not zero,
a type 3 bead is being added into a list. If this is so,
the contents of the storage area LSTPT1, which contains
the byte address in the list of the bead to follow the bead
being added, is tested. If the value of LSTPT1 is zero,
the new bead is being added to the end of the chain, and
the content of .LSTB in the list control block is updated
to be the content of FINDA. In any case, the contents of
LSTPT1 become the next-bead pointer following the new bead
in the in-core page area.
The content of the storage area LSTADR is then
tested. If the value of LSTADR is zero, the new bead is
the first bead on the chain and the contents of LSTADR
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becomes the contents of .FRSTB in the list control block.
However, if LSTADR holds a non-zero value, LSTADR is the
list address of the bead which is to proceed the new bead.
In this case, PAGERP is called with register 2 pointing to
LSTADR so that the previous bead's in-core address is
returned in register 15. Then the list address of the new
bead is stored as the next-bead pointer after the bead which
was just gotten by PAGERP. The new bead list address is
also stored into .CURB of the list control block since
the last call to PAGERP replaced it with the address of the
previous bead.
After taking action on the value of LSTADR, the list
address of the new bead is compared to the contents of
.NXTBA in the list control block. If the new bead address
is equal to or greater than the value of .NXTBA, it replaces
the value of .NXTBA. Subroutine PUTINA then returns.




PAGERP obtains the page which includes the desired
bead.
Calling Sequence
R2 contains the address of a 4 byte pointer to a bead
in a data list. Other registers set as by .SULST.
BAL 15, PAGERP
R15 returns the in-core address of the found bead.
Description
Subroutine PAGERP does what is necessary to obtain the
page having the bead whose list address is pointed to by
register 2. Once obtained, the in-core address of the bead
requested is returned in register 15.
The page control block chain (which is initially pointed
to by the contents of .BPT in the list control block) is
searched to see if the desired page is in core. The search
is accomplished by comparing the requested list address with
the contents of the .LCLST field of the page control blocks
which contain the first list address of the section of the
list which is in the page. If the desired page is not found
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in core, the byte address of the desired page is calculated
and saved in the 4 byte RWPT save area. All of the page
control blocks for the buffer area to which the specified
list is assigned are then searched to find a page to write
into. The first free page encountered is selected if a free
page exists. If no pages are free, the page with highest
value .USEI is chosen. If a page is selected in this manner,
.RWFLG is tested to see if the disk page needs updating,
and if so, .WP is called to update the page on the disk.
The page control block is then removed from the page control
block chain of the list whose page was just removed. All
of the storage areas in the newly freed page control block
are zeroed except .PADR which points to the actual page
area.
Now that a free page has been found, its address is
placed in .BAD of the file control block. The previously
saved list address of the page is moved from RWPT to .RWPT
of the file control block. The bytes per page (.BPP from
the list control block) in register 8 is stored in .RECL
of the file control block to indicate how many bytes are
to be read. A test is made to see if the bytes to be read
are actually part of the field-on the disk. If the bytes
are not on the disk, the read is skipped. Otherwise a call
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is made to the MAGIC system routine READF to read the page
from the disk file to the in-core page area. The page con-
trol block values are then filled in and the page control
block is added to the chain for the given list in the order
of the section of the file it represents. Once the page is
secure, control goes back to the beginning of the program
and the page control block is searched, but this time the
page will be found.
Once the proper in-core page is found the list address
being sought becomes the value of .CURB in the list control
block. The offset in the page of the desired bead is cal-
culated and the address of the bead is stored in register
15. .RWFLG in the page control block is set to a value of
1. Finally, the values of the use indicator (.USEI) is
increased by one for every other page control block in the








PAGERG is another entry to the program PAGERP. Sub-
routine PAGERG is exactly the same as PAGERP except that
if the list address which is being asked for is equal to
or greater than the value of .NXTBA (the bead does not
exist) an error code of -1 is returned in register 15.




GETBD obtains a desired bead from a data list and









CALL GETBD(ILIST, BEADL, BEADN,IER)
where BEADL and BEADN are integer variables
Description
Subroutine GETBD obtains a specified bead and places
it in a specific location. There are several modes of re-
ferencing a bead which are dependent upon the type of list
and the value of the argument BEADN.
GETBD first calls subroutine .SULST to validate the
list control block address ILIST and to load the proper
values into registers 3 through 9 from the list control
block. An illegal address will cause GETBD to return with
IER -1. If the address was valid, the identifier field
I
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indicator (register 6) and the order flag indicator
(register 7) are examined to determine what type list is
being referenced.
If a type 1 list is being referenced, the value of
BEADN is tested. If-BEADN is equal to zero the next bead
is being asked for and the storage area FINDA is given
the value of .CURB in the list control block plus the
bead size. If the value of BEADN is negative then the first
bead is being asked for and BEADN is set equal to one and
is treated the same as the case where BEADN is positive.
A positive value of BEADN enables the list address value
of the desired bead to be calculated and stored in FINDA.
Once the value of FINDA is set, GETFRA is called to get the
in-core address of the bead. If the bead does not exist,
GETFRA returns a value of -3 in register 15 and GETBD returns
a -3 in IER. If the in-core address is found, the bead
is moved from the in-core buffer area to the location spe-
cified by BEADL and GETBD returns IER with a value of 0.
If the list is a type 2 the value of BEADN is tested.
If BEADN = 0, FINDA is set to the value of .CURB incremen-
ted by the beadsize, just as for type 1. If BEADN is nega-
tive, FINDA is given the value of .FRSTB . If BEADN is
positive, a linear search of the beads in the list is done
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to find a match between the identifier field of the bead
specified in BEADL and the existing bead. To accomplish this,
FINDA is set to .FRSTB initially. A loop then calls GETFRA,
calls DIF to check for an identifier match, and if no match
is found, increments FINDA and tries again. If GETFRA
returns a value of -1 in register 15, GETBD returns an end-
of-file error code by setting IER = -3. If a match is
found, the requested bead is moved from the in-core page
to the specified location BEADL. GETBD returns IER = 0
if the bead is found.
If the list is a type 3, BEADN is tested. If BEADN
is negative, the first bead is desired and FINDA is set to
the value of .FRSTB, GETFRA is called and the bead (if found)
is moved from the buffer area to BEPDL. If BEADN is not
negative, the value of .CURB is checked. If the value of
.CURB is zero, FINDA is set to .FRSTB and the case is treated
as if BEADN = -1. Otherwise, FINDA is set to the value
of .CURB and GETFRA is called to obtain the bead of the
last bead which was referenced. BEADN is then checked.
If BEADN is zero, then the next bead is desired.
Therefore, the next-bead pointer, which follows the current
bead in the page buffer area, is stored in FINDA. GETFRA
is then called to get the address of the next bead. It is
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then moved to BEADL. If successful, IER is returned equal
to zero.
If, however, BEADN is positive, the identifier field
of the type 3 bead at BEADL must be matched with the iden-
tifier field of an existing bead. To accomplish this,
GETFRA is called with FINDA set to the value of .CURB.
The identifier field of the current bead is then compared
to the identifier field of the bead at BEADL. If the
identifiers match the bead has been found and it is
moved from the page area to BEADL and GETBD returns IER = 0.
If the identifier of the bead at BEADL is less than the
identifier of the bead being checked, FINDA is set to
.FRSTB, or if the identifier of BEADL is greater than the
current bead's identifier, FINDA is set to the next-bead
pointer value which follows the current bead. A search is
now made by calling GETFRA, comparing the identifier fields
of BEADL and the current bead by a call to DIF, and if the
test fails, setting FINDA to the next-bead pointer for the
current bead and trying again. If., however, the identifier
of BEADL is even greater than the current bead's identifier,
the bead does not exist and GETBD returns a value of -2 in
IER. If GETFRA returns a -1 in register 15, PUTBD returns
and sets IER = -3 to indicate an end of file. If an identi-
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fier match is found, the bead is moved from the page area
to BEADL and GETBD returns a 0 in IER.




PUTBD transfers a bead from a user specified core









CALL PUTBD(ILIST, BEADL, BEADNIER)
where BEADL and BEADN are integers
Description
PUTBD adds a new, or modifies an existing, bead in
the specified list. PUTBD first calls .SULST to validate
the list identification number (ILIST) and- load registers
3 through 9 with information from the list control block.
If ILIST is not valid, PUTBD returns a value of -1 in IER.
If ILIST is valid, PUTBD examines the identifier field size
and order flag (.LSIZE and .ORFL) in the list control block
to see which of the three types of beads is defined for the
specified list.
If the list is type 1, the value of BEADN is obtained
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and from this and the size of the bead, the absolute disk
file byte address of the first byte in the desired bead is
calculated. If BEADN contained a zero, this indicates that
the. bead is to be placed in the next bead; that is, the one
after the last bead accessed by PUTBD or GETBD. If this
is the case, the 4 byte address pointer .CURB in the list
control block is incremented by the bead size for this list.
Once the absolute address in the file has been calculated,
it is stored in FINDA and PUTINA is called with FINDA as
an argument. Subroutine PUTINA sees that the proper
page is called into core and the bead is moved from user
location BEADL to the proper location in the page buffer.
After PUTINA returns, PUTBD returns with a value of 0 in
IER.
If the list is type 2, a linear search is begun, starting
with the first bead in the list, to find a match between the
identifier field of the bead specified at BEADL and the
existing beads in the list. To accomplish this, successive
calls to subroutine GETFRA are made with argument FINDA
containing the file address of each successive bead. GETFRA
returns the address in a page of the first byte of the
requested bead. A call is then made to subroutine DIF to
determine if the identifier fields match. If the identi-
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fiers do not match, the address in FINDA is incremented by
the beadsize for the list and GETFRA is called again. If
the identifiers match, a call is made to PUTINA to update
the list with the bead from BEADL. If GETFRA should return
an end of file indication in register 15, FINDA is set to
be the value of the 4 byte pointer .NXTBA in the list con-
trol block. PUTINA is then called to place the new bead
at the end of the existing list. After returning from
PUTINA, PUTBD returns a value of 0 in IER.
If the list is a type 3, a 4 byte storage area LSTADR
is initialized to zero. This will be used to store the
absolute file address of the last bead to be checked. The
existing beads will now be searched to find a match of the
identifier field with BEADL. The last bead referenced in
this list (as indicated by .CURB in the list control block)
is compared to the BEADL by subroutine DIF. If the iden-
tifier of BEADL is less than the identifier in the last
referenced bead, the value of FINDA is set to be the value
of .FRSTB to begin searching at the beginning of the list.
If the identifier of BEADL is greater than the identifier
of the most recently accessed bead, the search continues
from that point on. If the identifier field of BEADL is
equal to the identifier of the most recently referenced
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bead,- the value of BEADN is checked. If BEADN is not nega-
tive, the proper bead has been found and PUTINA is called
(with register 7=0) to place the bead in the proper page.
If BEADN is negative, the bead is to be deleted so the list
must be searched from the beginning in order to find the
bead which points to the found bead. This is because a
forward pointer chain is used. Therefore, FINDA is set to
.FRSTB and the search begins again from there.
Before an existing bead is checked for a match of the
identifier field with BEADL, its list address is stored in
a storage area called LSTPT1. With the list address of the
bead to be checked in FINDA, GETFRA is called. If GETFRA
returns an end of file indication by a -1 in register 15,
the bead at BEADL is added into the list (see below). If
the bead is found, the identifier field is compared to the
identifier field at BEADL. If the identifier of BEADL is
less than the identifier of the existing bead, BEADL is
added into the list (see below). If the identifier of BEADL
is greater than the identifier of the existing bead, the list
address of the bead just checked is stored in the save area
LSTADR, and the list address of the next bead to be checked
is obtained from the 4 bytes following the bead in the in-
core page. This next bead is then checked in the same man-
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ner. If, however, the identifier of BEADL and the identi-
fier of the existing bead are equal, PUTINA is called if
BEADN was not equal to -1, or if BEADN is equal to -1 the
bead is deleted. To delete a bead, the address of the
previous bead is obtained from LSTADR. A value of LSTADR=
0 indicates that the bead being deleted is the first bead
in the list. In this case, the 4 byte list address pointer
of the bead being deleted becomes the new value of .FRSTB
and PUTBD returns a value of 0 in IER. If, however, LSTADR
# 0 the bead at the list address indicated by LSTADR is
obtained by a call to GETFRA. The 4-byte list address
pointer of the bead being deleted then becomes the new list
address pointer of the bead specified by LSTADR.
To add in a type 3 bead, FINDA is set to the value
of .NXTBA. Subroutine PUTINA is then called. Subroutine
PUTINA will add the new bead and because of the order flag
(register 7=1), will set the pointer at the end of the new
bead and modify the next-bead pointer of the previous bead.
The address of the previous bead has been stored in the save
area LSTADR and the address of the following bead has been
stored in LSTPT1.
If a bead is successfully placed or deleted PUTBD re-




.SULST checks the validity of the list control block







Subroutine .SULST is a utility routine used to check
the validity of a list control block address and load values
into several registers if the list address is valid. If
the address given is not valid, .SULST returns to the loca-
tion 6 bytes beyond the calling instructions. If the point-
er address is valid, registers 3 through 9 are loaded with
values from the specified list control block. On return,
register 3 will contain the contents of .BPT, register 4
will contain the contents of .BPP, register 5 .BSIZE, re-
gister 6 .LSIZE, register 7 .OFLG, register 8 .BYPP, and
register 9 .FAULT. If the address is valid, .SULST returns












ELST first calls UBLST to free all in-core page areas
holding pages of the specified list. ELST then calls the
MAGIC system routine ERASEF to erase the file from the disk.
Then the .FRSTB, .LSTB, and .NXTBA pointers are zeroed in











Subroutine OPENW determines whether or not a list
(ILIST) exists as a file on the disk and sets the pointers
.FRSTB, .LSTB and .NXTBA in the list control block accord-
ingly.
To find out if the list file exists, OPENW calls the
system routine QSTATW which returns a -1 in register 15
if the file does not exist. If it does not exist, the
pointers in the list control block are zero and OPENW re-
turns. If the file does exist, OPENW calls the MAGIC system
routine READF to read in bytes 1 to 12 from the list which
contain the stored pointers .FRSTB, .LSTB and .NXTBA for
the list. Before calling READF, the file control block
(within the list control block) is set up to read the
twelve bytes into the pointer area of the list control
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block beginning with .FRSTB.
OPENW sets the pointer .CURB in the list control block










Subroutine CLOSEW is called after all core resident
pages have been updated on the disk. CLOSEW examines the
contents of .NXTBA in the list control block specified
(ILIST). If the value of .NXTBA is zero, the MAGIC file
system routine ERASEF is called to erase any copy of the
file on the disk. If the value of .NXTBA is not zero,
.FRSTB, .LSTB, and .NXTBA are written out to bytes 1 through
12 of the file by the MAGIC routine WRITEF. WRITEF uses
the file control block which is the first 48 bytes of the
list control block. CLOSEW sets .RECL, .BAD and .RWPT in
the file control block to write to bytes 1 through 12 in
the file. After updating the three pointers on the disk
file, a call to the MAGIC system routine CLOSEF is made to
close the file. CLOSEW uses register save area .CS1.
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Action






Subroutine .WP updates an in-core page on the disk.
.WP sets up the file control block within the list control
block for the page. The list control block is obtained
from .WHOIN in the page control block specified in the
call (PAGECB). .WP zeros the .RWFLG flag in the page control
block to indicate that the current in-core page is the same
as that on the disk. The MAGIC system routine WRITEF is
called to write the page to the disk. .WP does not check
.RWFLG to see if the page really does need to be updated.











R 14 returns condition code = -1 FIRSTA less than SECA
= 0 FIRSTA equal to SECA





Subroutine DIF is a utility program to logically com-
pare two equal sized fields in core and return a value in-
dicating if the first field is less than, equal to, or great-
er than the second field. Subroutine DIF is passed argu-
ments FIRSTA (the address of the first byte of the first
field to be compared), SECA (the address of the first byte
of the second field to be compared), and NBYTES (the num-
ber of bytes in each area). A byte by byte logical com-
parison of the two areas is done. If a byte in the first
field is less than the corresponding byte in the second
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field the function returns a value of -1. If a byte in
the first field is found to be greater than the correspond-
ing byte in the second field, a value of +1 is returned.
If all bytes are equal, the function returns a value of 0.
The return value is returned in register 14 which in
FORTRAN becomes the value of the integer variable on the
left hand side of the function statement. DIF uses regis-













Subroutine QBLK puts the number of blank characters
(x'20') specified in NCHARS starting at location PLACE.













Subroutine QZRO zeros out the number of bytes speci-
















Subroutine MVC is a utility program to move a string
of bytes from one location in core to another. The number
of bytes specified in NBYTES is moved from location FROMA
to location TOA. MVC uses register save area .CS1.
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PAGE PRGED DATA LIST PACKAGE - SUBR.OUTINE CBA
0000 ORG 0
0030 .BDEF DS 2
0002 .NPGS DS 2
0034 .PSIZE DS 2
*
0001 ORG 0
0000 .PADR DS 2
0032 .RdFLG DS 2
0004 .LCLST DS 4
0033 .PCHN DS 2
000A .WHOIN DS 2
00312 .USEI DS 2
000E .PTLGT EQU *
25BC CLOSEF EQU X'25BC'
1EF) QSTATR EQU X'lEFO'
lEFA QSTATW EQU X'1EFA'
231.4 RERDF EQU X'23C4'

















































































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE - SUBROUTINE FRBA




































































































































- SUBROUTINE 'FRBA PAGE 2
























































- SUBROUTINE FRBA PAGE 3






































































































































































PAGE 6PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE
0000 ORG 0
0003 .BDEF DS 2
0002 .NPGS DS 2
0034 .PSIZE DS 2
*
0003 ORG. 0
0000 .PADR DS 2
0032 .RiFLG. DS 2
0004 .LCLST DS 4
0008 -PCHN DS 2
OOOA .WHOIN DS 2
00)3. .USEI DS 2
000E .PTLGT EQU *
25BC CLOSEF EQU X'25BC'
1EF3. QSTATR EQU X'lEFO'
1EFA QSTATW EQU X'lEFA'
23:4 READF EQU X'23C4'
































































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE - SUBROUTINE ALST



















OOF TEST EQU 15
003E PTR. EQU 14
000C RET EQU 12
003D BN EQU 13
000A NPTR EQU 10
0037 LNM EQU 7
0008 ER EQU 8
0034 BSZ EQU 4
0005 ORF EQU 5
00)2 Dl EQU 2
PAGE I

































































































































































































































































a- SUBROUTINE ALST PAGE 5





























































PAGE 6- SUBROUTINE ALST










































































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE
003. ORG. 0
0000 .BDEF DS 2
003.2 .NPGS DS 2
0004 .PSIZE DS 2
k.
0000 ORG 0
003) .PADR DS 2
0002 .RWFLG DS 2
0034 .LCLST DS 4
0008 .PCHN DS 2
0034 .dHOIN DS 2
000C .USEI DS 2
003E .PTLGT EQU k-
*
25BC CLOSEF EQU X'25BC'
lEFO QSTATR EQU X'lEFO' L
IEFA QSTATW EQU XlEFA'
23C4 READF EQU X'23C4'




















































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE - SUBROUTINES RMLST AND UBLST






































































































































PAGE 2PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE






























































PAGE 3PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE


































































































































































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE - SUBROUTINES RMLST AND UBLST
23C4 READF EQU X'23C4'











































































































































































































































































































































































PAGE 5PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE














































































































PAGE 7PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE























































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE - SUBROUTINES GETFRA AND PUTINA
0034 .BPP DS 2
0036 .BSIZE DS 2
0038 .LSIZE DS' 2
003A .OFLG DS 2
0036 .BYPP DS 2
003E .FAULT DS 2
0043 .FRSTB DS 4
0044 .LSTB DS 4
0048 .NXTBA DS 4
004C .CURB DS 4
3053 .ELST EQU *-
*
0033 OR%. 0
0000 .BDEF DS 2
30)2 .MPGS DS 2
0004 .PSIZE DS 2
0000 ORG 0
003) .PADR DS 2
0002 .RWFLG DS 2
3034 .LCLST DS 4
0008 .PCHN DS 2
003A .4HOIN DS 2
000C .USEI DS 2
003E .PTLG.T EQU
*
25BC CLOSEF EQU X'25BC'
lEFO QSTATR EQU X'lEFO'
1EFA. QSTATW EQU X'IEFA'
23C4 READF EQU X'23C4'
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PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE





















































































































































































































































































- SUBROUTINE GETBD PAGE 2
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0001 LN EQU 1 aN
0032 RET EQU 2
000A NBDA EQU 10
- 03- IR1 EQU 12
OOOD IR2 EQU 13
0033 .GPR EQU 11
000E BDN EQU 14
0033 ZRO EQU 0
OOOE ERROR EQU 14
0003 BAP EQU 3
0034 BPP EQU 4
0005 BSZ EQU 5
0036 LSZ EQU 6
0007 OFL EQU 7
0038 BYP EQU 8
0009 FALT EQU 9
PAGE I



























































PAGE 2- SUBROUTINE PUTBD
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P RE 4LIST PACKAGE .- SUBROUTINE ELSI
0000 .PADR DS 2
0032 .RdFLG DS 2
0004 .LCLST DS 4
0038 .PCHN DS 2
OOOA .WHOIN DS 2
.03 USEI DS 2
OOOE .PTLGT EQU *
*
25BC CLOSEF EQU X'25BC'
1EF3 QSTATR EQU X'IEFO'
lEFA QSTATW EQU X'EFA'
23C.4 READF EQU X'23C4"















































































































































































PAGE 2PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE















































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE PAGE 3




























































































































































































PAGED DATA LIST PACKAGE
PAGE 6















































































































































































































PAGED DRTA LIST PACKAGE




0000 .BDEF DS 2
0032 .PGS DS 2
0004 -PSIZE DS 2
0000 ORG 0
003) .PRDR DS 2
0002 -RWFLG DS 2
003.4 .LCLST DS 4
0008 .PCHN' DS 2
03A lk.dHOIN DS 2
000C -USEI DS 2
003E .PTLGT EQU
25BZ CLOSEF EQU X'25BC'
lEFO QSTATR EQU X'1EF0'
1EFR QSTATW EQU X'IEFA
23C4 READF EQU X'23C4'
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APPENDIX 3 COMMAND INTERPRETER PACKAGE DOCUMENTATION
The COMMON Area
The command reader package passes arguments among the
subroutines in the package and to user calling routines via
a blank COMMON area. The variables in this COMMON area are
shown in figure 8.
CMDBUF is a 132 byte input buffer area. The command
line is read into this buffer from the console. ECBUF is
a constant whose value at execution time will be the
address of the last byte in the input buffer. LASTWD is a
32 byte field which is used to store the ASCII characters
which make up the next word element from the command line.
NUMB is used to store the binary integer value of a number
element. WDTYPE stores an integer whose value indicates
what type of element was just read from the canmand line.
BREAK stores an integer code indicating what type of "break"
character or condition denoted the end of the element just
read. LBREAK stores the integer code o-f the value of BREAK
from the previous element read. COLUMN is an integer indi-
cating which column in the command line the break character
occurred in. LCOLMN is an integer indicating the column in
which the previous break character occured. LLCI4N is an
249
integer indicating the column of the break character occuring
before the previous break character. CHARS is an integer
indicating the number of characters in the word element just
read. FNUM is the floating point value of a number element.
SAVEA and SAVEB are each 32 byte storage areas used to store












Subroutine INITAN initializes the common area. Ini-
tialization is accomplished by the loading of INITVS.LOADMOD
via a supervisor call type 8.
INITVS.LOADMOD must exist in one of the active direc-
tories. INITVS.LOADMOD is an absolute loadmodule of the
COMMON area which is made using MAGIC as described in
Appendix 1. A subroutine called INITVS.SYSIN is used to





Assembled as last section of assembly language programs




The file ASDAT.SYSIN must be assembled as part of the
three main subroutines which make up the command interpreter
package. ASDAT.SYSIN is the end of READCM.SYSIN, ANWORD.SYS-
IN. ASDAT.SYSIN contains the code which generates references
to the COMMON area. One of the constants in ASDAT is COMADR.
The value of COMADR determines the location of the COMMON
area. If the COMMON area is moved, COMADR must be changed
and READCM, ANWORD, and FLOAT4 must be reassembled.












Subroutine READCM reads a command line from the console
device and initializes several locations in the COMMON area.
NUMB, WDTYPE, COLUMN, and LCOLMN are initialized with a value
of zero. BREAK is initialized with a value of 1.
ANWORD is then called to find the first element in the
command and set the values in the COMMON area accordingly.
(See figure 9). If on return from ANWORD the values of
WDTYPE and BREAK indicate that the command line was only
a carriage return, READCM starts over by reading another
command.













Subroutine ANWORD finds the element on the command
line and the associated break character. ANWORD first clears
the 32 byte field LASTWD by filling it with blank ASCII
characters. WDTYPE is initialized to a value of 3. The
codes for WDTYPE are listed in figure 9. LLCI4N is replaced
by the value of LCOLMN. LBREAK is replaced by the value of
BREAK. LCOLMN takes on the value of COLUMN. Starting with
the next column (COLUMN +1), characters from the command line
are used as an index into CHRTBL. The value obtained from
CHRTBL is examined. If the value obtained from CHRTBL is
a 1, the character from the command line is a digit. If
the value is a zero the character from the command line
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is an alphabetic character. If the value obtained from
CHRTBL is 33, the character from the command line is il-
legal and the next character is examined in a similar manner.
If the value obtained from CHRTBL is anything else, the\
character -from the command line is a break character.
If the character from the command line is a digit,
the value which is stored at location BLKBRK is examined.
If BLKBRK is equal to one, a blank character break has been
found. If BLKBRK is not equal to one, the value of WDTYPE
is checked. If WDTYPE is less than 2, then the digit is
part of an alphabetic element, and the character is treated
as an alphabetic character. If WDTYPE is greater than 4,
the character is illegal and the next character in the
command line is examined. If WDTYPE is equal to 3, then
WDTYPE is set equal to 2 to indicate that a number is being
read. If this is the case, or if WDTYPE = 4, the 4 byte
integer storage area INUM is multiplied by ten and the value
of the digit is added to the answer. If WDTYPE = 4, floating
point register 8 is divided by 10. The next column is checked.
If the character is an alphabetic character, the
contents of BLKBRK are examined. If the content of BLKBRK
is equal to one, then a blank break has been found. If
BLKBRK is not equal to one, then WDTYPE is given a value
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of 1 and the character is stored on the end of the current
character string in LASTWD. If the number of characters
in an element exceeds 32, the remaining characters are
truncated. The program returns to the beginning to fetch
the next character from the command line.
If a break character is found, the number obtained from
CHRTBL is decremented by 2. This value is the integer
code for a break character which a user sees. See figure 9.
If the integer break code is zero (blank character) then the
value of WDTYPE is examined. If WDTYPE is equal to a 3
(blanks only, so far) then the program returns to fetch
the next character (leading blanks are crushed). If WDTYPE
is not equal to 3, then the value of BLKBRK is set to one
so that the trailing blanks can be crushed and another break
character can be found. The program returns to fetch the
next character. If the break character was not a blank,
then the integer break number is checked for a value of 16
which indicates the "&" character. If the break character
was not the "&" the value of WDTYPE is checked. If the value
of WDTYPE is not 2 or 4, then the element has been found
and the integer break code is stored in BREAK, the column
in which the break occurred is stored in COLUMN, WDTYPE
has the proper value and LASTWD has 'the proper character
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string (if defined). ANWORD then returns.
If the break character was not "&"and WDTYPE is 2, then
the accumulated integer value in INUM is converted to a
floating point number by a call to FLOAT4. The floating
point number is stored in FNUM. The integer value in INUM
(low order halfword only) is stored in NUMB. If the break
character integer code is not a 5 (which indicates a period)
then the integer element has been found and the integer break
code is stored in BREAK, the column of the break is stored
in COLUMN, and ANWORD returns. If the break character is
a period, the next character is checked to see if it is
numeric. If the next character is not numeric then ANWORD
returns the integer element with BREAK and COLUMN peoperly
set. If the next character is numeric then WDTYPE is set to
4 to indicate a floating point number, INUM is zeroed out
and floating point register 8 is loaded with 1.0. The
character which was just found to be numeric is fetched as
the next character.
If the break character is not "& and the value of
WDTYPE is 4 then the contents of INUM is converted to a
floating point number and the floating point result is
divided by the accumulated value in floating point register
8. The result of the division (the fractional part of the
257
floating point number in the command line) is added to the
value of FNUM (the value of the left hand side of the
floating point number) and the result is stored in FNUM.
The integer break code is stored in BREAK and the column
of the break is stored in COLUMN and ANWORD returns.
If the break character is found to be "&" then the
command line must be continued with another read. Another
read (not READCM) is issued to the console device and the
input is placed again in CMDBUF. WDTYPE is examined. If
WDTYPE is equal to a 3 (blanks so far only) then the pro-
cessing of characters in the buffer begins again with the
first character. Otherwise, the value of BLKBRK is set
equal to 1 to indicate a potential blank break character













Subroutine FLOAT4 converts a full word integer to a
full word floating point number. The full word integer is
located at location NUM and the floating point number is
returned in floating point register 0.











































































































































0113R 2121 DC X'2121'
0112R 2121 DC X'2121'
0114R 2121 DC X'2121'
0116R 2121 DC X'2121'
0113R 0221 DC X'0221'
OllAR 2121 DC X'2121'
011CR 0321 DC XI'0B21'
OlER 1221 DC X'1221'
0123R 1011 DC x'1011'
0122R 0A04 DC X'0A04'
0124R, 0605 D X'0605'
0126R 0709 DC X'0709'
0123R D3 5
0128R 0101 DC X'0101'
012AR 0101 DC. X'0101'
012CR 0101 DC X'0101
312ER 0131 DC X'O1o1'
0130R 0101 DC X'0101'
013.2R QEOF DC X'OEOF'
0134R 0C08 DC X'0C08
0135R OD21 - DC X'0D21'
0138R 2100 DC X'2100'
313.AR DO 12
013AR 0000 DC X'0000'
013CR 0030 DC x'0000'
013ER 0000 DC X'0000'
0140R 0030 DC X'0000'
0142R 0000 DC X'0000'
0144R 0000 DC X'0000'
0146R 0000 DC X'0000'
0143R 00)0 DC X'0000'
014AR 0000 DC X'0000'
314CR 0000 DC X'0000'









































































































































































































































COMMAND READER PACKAGE -SUBROUTINE READCM
00B4 FNUM DS 4
0038 SAVER DS 32
0OD8 SAVEB DS 32












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE FLOAT4 P AG'"E 2
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APPENDIX 4 DISCOURSE PROGRAM LISTINGS
This appendix contains the listings of the programs
which are used in the DISCOURSE implementation on the













Subroutine FLINK loads and starts a .LOAIKOD file
whose name is specified at NAME. The load module must be
of a FORTRAN program. FLINK is not recursive. A value
of -1 is returned in IER if the file is not found.


























































































































DISCOURSE - MAIN PROGRAM D
OIMON C!DBUFLASTWD,NUMB,WDTYPEBREAKLBREAK
COMMON COLUMNLCOLMNLLCLMN,CHARSFNUM





















IA T B=CBA ( 2,1)
IC HARBA( 2,1)
ICOMF=ALST(ICOMB,32HDISCOURSECOMMANDS ,18,16,0,IER)







112 FORMATilX,24HMINI DISCOURSE (MAYBE):)
00
1 CALL READCM






11 ZALL FLINK(6HSETUP ,IER)


















































































































































































R. 993 OA -
L DEFINE 0000













INTE-JERk-2 LCOLM>TLLCLMNCHAR3,SAVEA(16) iSAV Ea(16)
lNIEGER*2 IOFFSJOFFS .ILNGJLNG,MAXATSMAXVARNBITS,NBDS






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.XPDION IRTBt IRTFo ITOTAT






INTEGER*2 IBITBt IBITFIEUFF( 2)
INTEGER*.2 IATBsIATF*ITOTAT





IF (d.DH~PE.EQ.1) COTO 1






















IY =NUM B-JO FFS
ILOC=( IK-1)kJLNG+IY
CALL GETBD(IBITFISETILOCIER)




































































































































































































































































































"OMMON IRATBIATF I TOTAT
COMMON INAMB.INAMF. ICOMB ,ICOMFICHARBICHARFNCHAR
REAL~ CMDBUF(33)tLASTWiD(8),CHRTlL(32)
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PAGE. 4DISCOURSE - SUBROUTINES
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PAGE 7DISCDURSE. - SUBROUTINES





























































LDPER, SBIT, RESBIT ND IBIT
017A JOFFS DS 2
017C ILNG DS 2
017E JLNG DS 2
0133 MAXATS DS 2
0182 MAXVAR DS 2
0134 NBITS DS 2
0186 NBDS DS 2
0133 IBITB DS 2
018A IBITF DS 2
013L IBUFF DS 4
0190 IATB DS 2
0132 IATF DS 2
0194 ITOTAT DS 2
0135 INAIMB DS 2
0198 INAMF DS 2
013R ICHARB DS 2
019C ICHARF DS 2
019E NCAR DS 2
01AO NAMEIT DS 16
0133 ITYPE DS 6












- PAGE 9DISCOURSE - SUBROUTINES















































































IF (IER.NE.1.AND.IER.NE.-2) GOTO 2
CALL GETBD(IABEAD,-1,IER)






IF (gDTYPE.NE.1) GOTO 99
CALL MVC (BEADLASTWD,16)
'ALL A193RD
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